Recurrent neural network grammars (RNNGs) generate sentences using phrase-structure syntax and perform very well in terms of both language modeling and parsing performance. However, since dependency annotations are much more readily available than phrase structure annotations, we propose two new generative models of projective dependency syntax, so as to explore whether generative dependency models are similarly effective. Both models use RNNs to represent the derivation history with making any explicit independence assumptions, but they differ in how they construct the trees: one builds the tree bottom up and the other top down, which profoundly changes the estimation problem faced by the learner. We evaluate the two models on three typologically different languages: English, Arabic, and Japanese. We find that both generative models improve parsing performance over a discriminative baseline, but, in contrast to RNNGs, they are significantly less effective than non-syntactic LSTM language models. Little difference between the tree construction orders is observed for either parsing or language modeling.
Introduction
Recurrent neural network grammars (Dyer et al., 2016, RNNGs) are syntactic language models that use predicted syntactic structures to determine the topology of the recurrent networks they use to predict subsequent words. Not only can they learn to model language better than non-syntactic language models, but the conditional distributions over parse trees given sentences produce excellent parsers (Fried et al., 2017) .
In this paper, we introduce and evaluate two new dependency syntax language models which are based on a recurrent neural network (RNN) backbone ( §2). 1 Dependency syntax is particularly appealing as many more languages have dependency treebanks (e.g. the Universal Dependencies Project ) than have large numbers of phrase structure annotations.
Like RNNGs, our proposed models predict structure and words jointly, and the predicted syntactic structure is used to determine the structure of the neural network that is used to represent the history of actions taken by the model and to make a better estimate of the distribution over subsequent structure-building and word-generating actions. Because we use RNNs to encode the derivation history, our models do not make any explicit independence assumptions, but instead condition on the complete history of actions. The two proposed models do, however, differ in the order that they construct the trees. The first model operates top down ( §2.1), starting at the root and recursively generating dependents until the last modifier has been generated. The second operates bottom up ( §2.2), generating words from left to right and interleaving decisions about how they fit together to form tree fragments and finally a fully formed dependency tree. 2 Because neither model makes explicit independence assumptions, given enough capacity, infinite data, and a perfect learner, both models would converge to the same estimate. However, in our limited, finite, and imperfect world, these two models will impose different biases on the learner: in one order, relevant conditioning information may be more local (which could mean the neural networks have an easier time learning to exploit the relevant information rather than becom- ing distracted by accidental correlations), while in the other it may be more distant. These differences thus imply that the two models will have different structural biases, but it is not at all clear whether one should out perform the other. We therefore explore to what extent this choice of construction order affects performance, and we evaluate the proposed models on language modeling and parsing tasks across three typologically different languages ( §3).
Our findings ( §4) show that, like RNNGs, generative dependency models make good parsers. Given the small scale of the Universal Dependency corpora, this result is also in line with previous work which shows that joint generative models offer very sample-efficient estimates of conditional distributions (Yogatama et al., 2017) . Second, we find that both dependency models are less effective as language models than phrase structure RNNGs or than standard LSTM language models. This negative result is not entirely surprising. Although information about syntactic dependencies seems intuitively that it would be helpful for defining good conditioning contexts for language models, since its earliest days (Tesnière, 1959) , work on dependency syntax has largely focused on discriminative models of existing sentences. In contrast, the phrase structure annotations found in, e.g., the Penn Treebank that were used to demonstrate improved language modeling performance with RNNGs are indebted to linguistic theories (e.g., government and binding theory, X-bar theory) which are broadly concerned with determining which sentences are grammatical and which are not-a crucial aspect of language modeling (Marcus et al., 1993) . Finally, we observe only minimal differences in language modeling performance for top-down and bottom-up models. This result is surprising in light of how different the estimation problems are, but it is a clear demonstration of the ability of RNNs to learn to extract relevant features from data presented in any different but consistent orders.
Models
We present two models for jointly generating projective dependency trees and sentences. The processes are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The first is a topdown model ( §2.1), which starts by generating the root of the sentence, and then recursively generating its left and right modifiers. The second is a bottom-up model ( §2.2), which generates terminals in a left to right order. In both cases, there is a deterministic mapping from well-formed sequences of generation actions into dependency trees. Following convention in parsing literature, we refer to such action sequences as oracles.
Both models both are parameterized with recursively structured neural networks that have access to the complete history of generation events. Thus, the factorization of the tree probability is justified by the chain rule. However, because of the difference in build orders, the conditional probabilities being estimated are quite different, and we thus expect these models might be more or less effective at either language modeling or (when used in conjunction with Bayes' rule) parsing.
To illustrate the different estimation problems posed by the two models, consider the first generation event in both cases. In the top-down model, the root word (usually the main verb of the sentence) is generated first; whereas in the bottom-up model, the first probability modeled is the probability of the first word in the sentence. Also, in the top-down model a verb always generates its dependentents (which has implications for how agreement is modeled), whereas in the bottom-up model, it the left dependents (whatever their function) will be generated first, and then the verb generation will be conditional on them. Again, we emphasize that these differences potentially result in differences in the difficulty of the estimation problem (or how much capacity the model needs to represent accurate conditionals), but do not impact the expressivity or correctness of the models.
Top-Down
Our first model is a top-down model. The model begins with an empty root node. 3 Starting from the root the model recursively generates child nodes using its GEN action. When the model chooses the GEN action it then selects a new head word from its vocabulary and creates a new node descended from the most recent open constituent. Each node created in this way is pushed onto a stack of open constituents, and begins creating its left children.
To indicate that the current node (i.e. the top node in the stack) is done generating left children the model takes its STOP-L ("stop left") action, after which the current node begins generating its right children. Analogously, to indicate that the current node is done generating right children the model selects its STOP-R ("stop right") action. With this the current constituent is complete and thus popped off the stack and attached as a child of the new top-most constituent. See Figure 2 for examples of the effects of each of these three actions on a partially built tree structure and Algorithm 1 for a sketch of their implementation.
At each decision point the model conditions on the output of an LSTM over the partially completed constituents on the stack, beginning with the root and ending with the top-most constituent. The result is passed through an MLP and then a softmax that decides which action to take next ( Figure 3 ). If the model chooses the GEN action, the hidden vector from the MLP is used to separately choose a terminal. 
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To embed each subtree on the stack we use another LSTM. First we feed in the head word of the constituent, followed by the embeddings of each of the constituent's children, including the special STOP-L and STOP-R symbols. We then additionally add a gated residual connection from the head word to final subtree representation to allow salient information of the head word to be captured without needing to pass through an arbitrary number of LSTM steps ( Figure 4 ).
Bottom-Up
Our second model generates sentences bottom-up, in the same manner as a shift-reduce parser. A sentence is modeled as a series of actions (related to the arc-standard transitions used in parsing (Nivre, 2013) ) that manipulate a stack of embedded tree fragments. There are three types of actions: SHIFT(x), which pushes a new terminal x onto the stack, REDUCE-L, which combines the two top elements on the stack into one single sub- tree with the left of the two as the head (i.e. with a leftward arrow), and REDUCE-R which again combines the top two elements of the stack, this time making the right one the head. See Figure 5 for examples of how these three actions affect the stack of partially built tree structures during the parsing of an example sentence.
At each time step the model conditions on the state of the stack using an LSTM running over entries from oldest to newest. The resulting vector h is then passed through an MLP, and then a softmax over the three possible action types. If the SHIFT action is taken, the vector h is re-used and passed through a separate MLP and softmax over the vocabulary to choose an individual word to generate. If one of the two REDUCE actions is chosen, the top two elements from the stack are popped, concatenated (with the head-to-be first, followed by the child), and passed through an MLP. The result is a vector representing a new subtree that is then pushed onto the stack. Kuncoro et al. (2017) showed that this type of stack-based representation alone is sufficient for language modeling and parsing, and indeed that more involved models actually damage model performance. See Figure 6 for an example of how this bottom-up model chooses an action.
Marginalization
Traditionally a language model takes a sentence x and assigns it a probability p(x). Since our syntax-based language models jointly predicts the probability p(x, y) of a sequence of terminals x and a tree y, we must marginalize over trees to get the total probability assigned to a sentence x, p(x) = y∈T (x) p(x, y), where T (x) represents the set of all possible dependency trees over a sentence x. Unfortunately the size of T (x) grows exponentially in the length of x, making explicit marginalization infeasible.
Instead we use importance sampling to approximate the marginal (Dyer et al., 2016) . We use the parser of Dyer et al. (2015) , a discriminative neural stack-LSTM-based bottom-up parser, as our proposal distribution q(x, y) and compute the approximate marginal using N = 1000 samples per sentence:
q(x,y) .
Parsing Evaluation through Reranking
In order to evaluate our model as a parser we would ideally like to efficiently find the MAP parse tree given an input sentence. Unfortunately, due to the unbounded dependencies across the sequences of actions used by our models this inference is infeasible. As such, we instead rerank a list of 1000 samples produced by the baseline discriminative parser, a combination process that has been shown to improve performance by combining the different knowledge learned by the discriminative and generative models (Fried et al., 2017) .
For each hypothesis parse in the sample list we query the discriminative parser, our top-down model, and our bottom-up model to obtain a score for the parse from each. We combine these scores using weights learned to optimize performance on the development set (Och, 2003) .
Experimental Setup
Our primary goal is to discover whether dependency-based generative neural models are able to improve the performance of their discriminative brethren, as measured on parsing and language modeling tasks. We also seek to determine the effect construction order and the biases implicit therein has on performance on these two tasks. To this end, we test a baseline discriminative parser, our two models, and all combinations of these three models on a parsing task in several languages, and we test a baseline and our two models' performance on a language modeling task on the same set of languages.
Data Sets
We use the Universal Dependency corpora for three languages with very different structures: English, Japanese, and Arabic, as provided for the 2017 CoNLL shared task on universal dependency parsing. In all languages we convert all singleton terminal symbols to a special UNK token. See Table 1 for details regarding the size of these data sets.
For language modeling we evaluate using the gold sentence segmentations, word tokenizations, and part of speech tags given in the data. For parsing, we evaluate in two scenarios. In the first, we train and test on the same gold-standard data using in our language modeling experiments. In the second, we again train on gold data, but use UDPipe (Straka and Straková, 2017) to segment, tokenize, and POS tag the dev and test sets starting from raw text, following the default scenario and most participants in the CoNLL 2017 shared task.
Baseline Models
On the language modeling task we compare against a standard LSTM-based language model baseline (Mikolov et al., 2010) , using 1024-dimensional 2-layer LSTM cells, and optimized using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) .
For the parsing task we compare against the discriminative parser of Dyer et al. (2015) , a bottom-up transition-based parser that uses stackLSTMs, as well as the overall top system (Dozat et al., 2017) from the 2017 CoNLL shared task on multilingual dependency parsing (Zeman et al., 2017) . That work uses a discriminative graphbased parser that uses a biaffine scoring function to score each potential arc. Moreover, it uses character-level representations to deal with morphology and a PoS tagger more sophisticated than UDPipe -two major changes from the shared task's default pipeline. These two differences afford them a substantial advantage over our approach which only modifies the parsing step of the pipeline.
Finally, we show the results of an oracle system looking at the 1000-best lists used for our reranking experiments. Note that since this oracle system is constrained to using only this list of samples it is not able to achieve 100% parsing accuracy.
Hyperparameters
All models use two-layer 1024-unit LSTMs and 1024-dimensional word/action embeddings. All other MLPs have a single hidden layer, again with 1024 hidden units. We implement all models using DyNet , and train using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014 ) with a learning rate of 0.001, dropout with p = 0.5, and minibatches of 32 sentences. We evaluate the model on a held out dev set after 150 updates, and save the model to disk whenever the score is a new best. All other settings use DyNet defaults.
Results
Parsing results Results on the parsing task can be found in Table 2 . We observe that in English with the gold-standard preprocessing our models perform particularly well, showing an improvement of 1.16% UAS F1 for the top-down and 0.82% UAS F1 for the bottom-up model when individually combined with our discriminative parser. Combining all three models together gives a total of 1.46% absolute improvement over the baseline, indicating that the models capture knowledge lacking in the baseline model, and knowledge that is complementary to each other. The story is similar in Japanese and Arabic, though the gains are smaller in Japanese. We hypothesize that this is due to the fact that parsing Japanese is relatively easy because of its strict head-final and left-branching nature, and thus our baseline is already a remarkably strong parser. This hypothesis is backed up by the fact that the baseline parser alone is only 3-4% UAS away from the oracle by itself, compared to about 10% away on English and Arabic. Thus our relative improvement, measured in terms of the percentage of possible improvement achieved, is quite consistent across the three languages, at roughly 13%.
Results on the test set using UDPipe's noisy preprocessing also saw encouraging results from Table 2 : Results of parsing using our baseline discriminative parser, our two generative models, combinations thereof, and two contrastive systems from the CoNLL 2017 shared task. Scores in bold are the highest of our models. Note that Dozat et al. (2017) use substantially different preprocessing. See §3.2 for details. Table 3 : Language modeling cross entropy of our model and an RNNLM baseline. Lower is better. All scores are expressed in nats. the three-model ensemble gaining 1.99%, 0.40%, and 1.61% on English, Japanese, and Arabic respectively, solidly outperforming the 2017 CoNLL shared task baselines across the board, and beating Dozat et al. (2017) , the overall shared task winner's, submission on Japanese.
Of particular note is that on both the gold and non-gold data, and across all three languages, the performance of the top-down and bottom-up models is quite similar; neither model consistently outperforms the other. In Japanese we do find the bottom-up parser beats the top-down one when used alone, but when combined with the discriminative model the lead evaporates, and in both of the other languages there is no clear trend.
These results are consistent with Fried et al. (2017) that has shown that generative models are particularly good at improving discriminative models through reranking, as they have an effect similar to ensembling dissimilar models.
Language modeling results We find that despite successes on parsing, our dependency models are not empirically suitable for language modeling. Table 3 shows the performance of our models on the language modeling task. Across all three languages, both of our models underperform a baseline RNNLM by a consistent margin of about 0.5 nats per word.
Again we note that the two models perform remarkably similarly, despite their completely different construction orders, and thus the completely different sets of information they condition on at each time step. Again neither model is a clear overall victor, and in each individual language the models are extremely close in performance.
Analysis
One of our most intriguing findings is that our two proposed models perform remarkably similarly in spite of their differing construction orders. One would naturally assume that the differing orders, as well as the wildly different history information available at each decision point, would lead to performance differences. We seek to hone in on why the two models' performances are so similar.
Unfortunately the fact that the models use different conditioning contexts makes direct comparison of sub-sentential scores impossible. The topdown model, which generates the verb before its subject noun, may have large entropy when choosing the verb, but an easier time choosing the subject since it can condition on the verb limiting its choices to appropriate semantic classes, person, Table 4 : Our models' average negative log likelihoods on the English dev set broken down into structure and terminal components number, et cetera. The bottom-up model, on the other hand, will generate the subject noun from the entire list of possible nouns first, and then will focus its probability on relevant and agreeing verb forms when generating the verb.
To this end we plot the scores (i.e. the negative log probabilities) the models assign to each gold tree in the English dev set. The raw scores between the top-down and bottom-up models are highly correlated (Pearson's r = 0.995), largely due to the fact that longer sentences naturally have lower probabilities than shorter sentences. As such, we examine length-normalized scores, dividing each sentence's score by its length. The results are still largely correlated (r = 0.88), with a few outliers, all of which are very short (<3 tokens) sentences.
We hypothesize that much of this correlation stems from the fact that for a given sentence both models must generate the same sequence of terminal symbols. Some sentences will have rare sequences of terminals while others have more common words, leading to an obvious, but perhaps uninformative, correlation. To examine this possibility we factor our models' scores into a terminal component and a structure component so that the overall negative log likelihood of a sentence is decomposed as NLL = NLL terminals + NLL structure . We then examine the correlation between the two models' scores' terminal components and their structure components separately. We find that the terminal components are still strongly correlated (r = 0.91), while the structure components are largely uncorrelated (r = 0.09), hinting that information the two models learned about the correct structure of English sentences differs. See Appendix Figure 7 for a visual representation of these data. Overall the top-down model also assigns much higher probabilities to correct structures, but lower probabilities to the correct terminal sequences (Table 4) .
Related Work
Most work on discriminative dependency parsing follows the bottom-up paradigm (Nivre, 2003; Nivre et al., 2007; Dyer et al., 2015; Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016) , but top-down models have also shown some promise (Zhang et al., 2015) .
Generative dependency models go back to Hays (1964), but most existing such models (Buys and Blunsom, 2015; Jiang et al., 2016) have relied on independence assumptions whether used for parsing, unsupervised dependency induction, or language modeling. Buys and Blunsom (2015) also describe a generative bottom-up neural parser, but use hand-crafted input features and limit the model to third-order features. Titov and Henderson (2010) explore a generative parsing model with no independence assumptions based on sigmoid belief networks (Neal, 1992) instead of RNNs.
The CoNLL 2017 shared task saw many different models succeed at parsing Universal Dependencies. Most of the top contenders, including the best scoring systems on the languages discussed in this work, use discriminative models. Kanayama et al. (2017) had tremendous success on Japanese using a wildly different approach. They train a model to identify likely syntactic heads, then assume that all other words simply attach in a left-branching structure, which works due to the strictly head-final nature of Japanese. Dozat et al. (2017) train a discriminative neural parser which uses a BiLSTM to generate hidden representations of each word (Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016) . These representations are used to score arcs, which are greedily added to the tree. Björkelund et al. (2017) perform best on Arabic, using an ensemble of many different types of bottom-up discriminative parsers. They have each of twelve parsers score potential arcs, learn a weighting function to combine them, and use the Chu-Liu-Edmonds algorithm (Chu, 1965; Edmonds, 1967 ) to output final parses.
All three of these discriminative models are very effective for analysis of a sentence, none of them are able to be converted into a similar generative model. At best, the biaffine model of Dozat et al. (2017) could generate a bag of dependencies without order information, which makes it impractical as the basis for a generative model.
There has been past work on building recurrent neural models that condition on the buffer to make parsing decisions in a shift-reduce parser. Hender-son (2004) was among the first to introduce such a model. They introduce both a generative and discriminative model based on Simple Synchrony Networks (Lane and Henderson, 1998) , and use a pre-cursor to attention mechanisms to choose which previous states are most relevant at the current timestep. More recently Dyer et al. (2015) created a similar model based on stack LSTMs.
There has also been past work on language modelling with generation orders other than the typical left-to-right. Ford et al. (2018) examine a variety of possibilities, but stop short of syntaxaware oderings. Buys and Blunsom (2018) investigate neural language models with latent dependency structure, also concluding that while dependencies perform well on parsing they underperform for language modelling.
Conclusion
In this paper we test our hypothesis that dependency structures can improve performance on language modeling and machine translation tasks, in the same way that constituency parsers have been shown to help. We conclude that generative dependency models do indeed make very good parsing models, and, as has been observed in phrase structure parsing, combining a generative dependency parser with a traditional discriminative one does indeed improve parsing performance. We however also find using dependency models information to structure the intermediate representations in language modeling does not easily lead to better outcomes.
This pattern of results suggests that while dependencies may be a useful tool for text analysis, but are less suited to characterizing a generation process of sentences than phrase structure grammars area. Finally, we find that the choice of topdown or bottom-up construction order affects performance minimally on both the parsing and language modeling tasks despite the large differences in the local conditioning contexts of each action choice.
Graphs
Figure 7: Analysis of the structure (top) and terminal (bottom) scores of our two models' performance on the English development set. We find that the structure scores are not correlated, while the terminal scores of the two models are highly correlated.
